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Painted Over/Under Parts 1-4 
Kim Schoenstadt’s Painted Over/Under Parts 1-4 is a year-long project based on 
the mismatched color patterning created by “graffiti maintenance” on freeway 
retaining walls and other open walls in the city. Parts 1-3 will incorporate guest 
curators Les Figues Press, Jens Hoffmann and Erin Cullerton who will invite 
writers, artists and architects to create drawings in shifts on the walls in LACE’s 
rear gallery. With each part of the project, works will be written and/or drawn onto 
the walls, then painted over with Schoenstadt’s color palette, creating a layered, 
abstracted painting defined by the shapes of past projects, offering a new starting 
point for the next group, and so on.  Prior to each "painting out," Schoenstadt will 
apply wall vinyl on the large wall drawing to preserve portions of the work below. 
Part 4 will reveal the complete drawing, which will be constructed out of 
fragments of the project's history. www.kimschoenstadt.com 
 
 
Part 2: No Title 
Jens Hoffmann invited eight international emerging visual artists to comprise his 
curatorial segment for Painted Over/Under. Each artist has designed a site-
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specific piece inspired by the street art and its prevalence practice throughout the 
world. Wall works will go up throughout the exhibition via long-distance 
communication between each international artist and select Los Angeles art 
student and young artist partners. 
 
Participating artists: Zarouhie Abdalian, Johanna Calle, Arabella Campbell, 
Adriana Lara, Jazmín López, Anna Parkina, Gitte Schäfer, and Maaike Schoorel. 
 
For announcements about each Public Interest program and LACE’s fall  
schedule of events, please contact Geneva Skeen at 
geneva@welcometolace.org. 
 
ABOUT LACE 
LACE champions and challenges the art of our time by fostering artists who 
innovate, explore, and risk. We move within and beyond our four walls to provide 
opportunities for diverse publics to engage deeply with contemporary art. In 
doing so, we further dialogue and participation between and among artists and 
those audiences. www.welcometolace.org. 
 
LACE (Los Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions) 
6522 Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles CA  90028 
Gallery Hours: Wed - Sun 12 - 6pm, and Fri 12 - 9 pm 
Suggested donation $3, Members free 
 
SUPPORT  
Support for LACE and its programs is provided by CHORA, a project of the 
Metabolic Studio, which is a direct charitable activity of the Annenberg 
Foundation, the City of Los Angeles Department of Cultural Affairs, the Getty 
Foundation, Jerry & Terri Kohl Family Foundation, Los Angeles County Arts 
Commission, Morris Family Foundation, the Audrey & Sydney Irmas Charitable 
Foundation, the Good Works Foundation, the C. Christine Nichols Donor Advised 
Fund at the Community Foundation of Abilene, Peter Norton Family Foundation, 
the Pasadena Art Alliance, Stone Brewing Co., and the members of LACE.  
 


